
1. Introduction
The flux of carbon dioxide gas (CO2) across the air-sea interface is the primary mechanism by which anthropo-
genic carbon (Cant) enters the ocean, which presently stores a Cant inventory equivalent to ∼40% of the fossil carbon 
emitted since the preindustrial period (Friedlingstein et al., 2020; Gruber et al., 2019; Khatiwala et al., 2013). 
Over time, the accumulation of Cant in the ocean will reduce the efficiency of further Cant uptake (Broecker 
et al., 1979; Revelle & Suess, 1957; Sundquist et al., 1979), representing an important and time-sensitive feed-
back in the climate system (Archer et  al.,  2009; Katavouta et  al.,  2018; Rodgers et  al.,  2020). This positive 
(i.e., climate-change enhancing) carbon cycle feedback is caused by a decline the chemical buffering capac-
ity of seawater as the upper ocean hydrogen ion concentration increases and the carbonate ion concentration 
decreases with continued Cant accumulation (Egleston et al., 2010; Fassbender et al., 2017; Orr et al., 2005). 

Abstract Observations and climate models indicate that changes in the seasonal amplitude of sea surface 
carbon dioxide partial pressure (A-pCO2) are underway and driven primarily by anthropogenic carbon (Cant) 
accumulation in the ocean. This occurs because pCO2 is more responsive to seasonal changes in physics 
(including warming) and biology in an ocean that contains more Cant. A-pCO2 changes have the potential to 
alter annual ocean carbon uptake and contribute to the overall marine carbon cycle feedback. Using the GFDL 
ESM2M Large Ensemble and a novel analysis framework, we quantify the influence of Cant accumulation 
on pCO2 seasonal cycles and sea-air CO2 fluxes. Specifically, we reconstruct alternative evolutions of the 
contemporary ocean state in which the sensitivity of pCO2 to seasonal thermal and biophysical variation is 
fixed at preindustrial levels, however the background, mean-state pCO2 fully responds to anthropogenic forcing. 
We find near-global A-pCO2 increases of >100% by 2100, under RCP8.5 forcing, with rising Cant accounting 
for ∼100% of thermal and ∼50% of nonthermal pCO2 component amplitude changes. The other ∼50% of 
nonthermal pCO2 component changes are attributed to modeled changes in ocean physics and biology caused 
by climate change. Cant-induced A-pCO2 changes cause an 8.1 ± 0.4% (ensemble mean ± 1σ) increase in ocean 
carbon uptake by 2100. This is because greater wintertime wind speeds enhance the impact of wintertime pCO2 
changes, which work to increase the ocean carbon sink. Thus, the seasonal ocean carbon cycle feedback works 
in opposition to the larger, mean-state feedback that reduces ocean carbon uptake by ∼60%.

Plain Language Summary Using simulations of an Earth System Model, we isolate different 
factors contributing to future changes in the surface ocean carbon dioxide partial pressure (pCO2). We examine 
how the seasonal cycle of pCO2, and the associated sea-air exchange of CO2, responds to changes in the ocean's 
temperature, circulation, biology, and chemistry. We find that the pCO2 seasonal cycle is significantly amplified 
across the global ocean (by ∼100% on average). This occurs because pCO2 is more responsive to seasonal 
changes in temperature as well as biological and physical (biophysical) processes in a future ocean that contains 
more anthropogenic carbon (Cant). The increased temperature sensitivity is almost exclusively due to added Cant. 
The increased biophysical sensitivity is equally due to added Cant and changes in ocean physics and biology 
caused by climate change. Seasonal wind speed variation systematically enhances the impact of altered pCO2 
seasonal cycles during wintertime, causing an 8% increase in the ocean carbon sink strength by the year 2100. 
Within the evaluated model, this indicates that the seasonal ocean carbon cycle feedback works in opposition to 
the larger, mean-state ocean carbon cycle feedback, which may cause up to a ∼60% reduction in the ocean sink 
by the year 2100.
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Rodgers et al. (2020) recently estimated that this erosion of efficiency could reduce ocean carbon uptake by up to 
∼60% in the historical-RCP8.5 scenario (1850–2100; Figure 2c in their paper). Even so, the ocean is expected to 
remain the dominant Cant sink on century to millennial timescales due to ocean overturning as well as long-term 
augmentation of the ocean buffering capacity through chemical weathering, a negative climate feedback process 
(Archer, 2005; Archer et al., 1997). Less clear is the individual role of short-term (i.e., seasonal) physical, chem-
ical, and biological mechanisms that drive changes in transient ocean carbon uptake efficiency.

The sea-air flux of CO2 is driven by the gradient between the oceanic and atmospheric partial pressure of CO2 
(∆pCO2 Sea-Air). Since atmospheric CO2 is relatively well mixed, regional differences in ∆pCO2 Sea-Air are primarily 
controlled by variability in sea surface pCO2, which is driven by the temperature-, salinity-, and pressure-dependent 
solubility of CO2 (Weiss, 1974) as well as the biological and physical processes (such as net primary production 
and ocean mixing) that modify surface ocean carbonate chemistry (Takahashi et al., 2002). Throughout much of 
the open ocean, the largest surface variations in pCO2 occur on seasonal timescales, driven by the concurrent, and 
often competing, influences of biological and physical (or biophysical) processes with temperature (Takahashi 
et al., 1993, 2002). Rising ocean carbon content provides additional chemical leverage to these drivers, allowing 
the same mechanisms to exert a greater influence on pCO2 (Riebesell et al., 2009).

Recently, a near global amplification of seasonal pCO2 extremes (2.2 ± 0.4 μatm per decade) was identified in a 
∼30-year observational data product (Landschützer et al., 2018). The potential implications for marine ecosys-
tems exposed to larger seasonal pCO2 ranges are extensive, including greater likelihood of seasonal hypercapnic 
conditions (McNeil & Sasse, 2016) and physiological acidosis (Pörtner, 2008) caused by accompanying amplifi-
cation (∼80%) of the hydrogen ion concentration seasonal cycle (Kwiatkowski & Orr, 2018). Further, theoretical 
and modeling work has suggested that asymmetries in seasonal cycle changes could alter the net annual ocean 
carbon uptake (Fassbender et al., 2018; Gorgues et al., 2010; Hauck et al., 2015; Hauck & Völker, 2015; Rodgers 
et al., 2008). For example, if increases in the seasonal pCO2 high and decreases in the seasonal pCO2 low do 
not lead to compensating seasonal sea-air flux changes, the net annual carbon sink strength will be altered. 
Such changes in the ocean sink strength would contribute a seasonal component to the overall marine carbon 
cycle feedback, which has not yet been considered under established and emerging feedback frameworks (Arora 
et al., 2013; Friedlingstein et al., 2003; Goodwin et al., 2019; Katavouta et al., 2018; Schwinger et al., 2014).

Here we introduce an offline method for quantifying how sea surface pCO2 and sea-air CO2 fluxes are impacted 
by rising surface ocean carbon content. Our aim is to characterize how Cant accumulation directly influences the 
efficacy at which thermal, physical, and biological drivers modulate pCO2 to gain insight about the processes 
responsible for changes in the magnitude, structure, and phasing of the pCO2 seasonal cycle and resulting sea-air 
CO2 flux. A key challenge in determining how pCO2 seasonal cycle modulations contribute to climate feedbacks 
is identifying a neutral state against which the feedback can be evaluated. In other words, rather than simply 
looking at amplitude changes about the annual mean, the question is whether asymmetries in seasonal extrema 
changes can lead to altered annual net fluxes. Answering this question requires isolating the explicit impact of Cant 
on seasonal drivers of pCO2 variation, which has motivated us to develop this alternative feedback framework.

2. Description of Model Data and Carbonate System Calculations
We use output from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) ESM2M Large Ensemble (30 members; 
Rodgers et al., 2015), which includes the full suite of ocean biogeochemical parameters saved at a monthly reso-
lution, to evaluate the historical-RCP8.5 period (1950–2100). All model output fields are publicly available and 
can be accessed at poseidon.princeton.edu. We test our offline methodology using a high-CO2-concentration 
pathway scenario (RCP8.5) to determine whether a seasonal CO2 flux feedback and the mechanisms driving it are 
detectable and quantifiable. Using the ESM2M Large Ensemble allows us to characterize the robustness of our 
methodology to the presence of internal climate variability, and thereby applicability of the method to individual 
Earth System Model simulations.

ESM2M pCO2 values and sea-air CO2 fluxes have been assessed previously and exhibit average performance in 
reproducing the modern mean state and seasonality (Gallego et al., 2018; Goris et al., 2018; Mongwe et al., 2018; 
Pilcher et al., 2015). For example, Pilcher et al. (2015) performed an analysis of 18 CMIP5 models and found 
that the GFDL models, including ESM2M, exhibited elevated performance in reproducing the observed pCO2 
seasonal cycles (amplitude and phasing) and annual mean values for five generalized latitudinal domains of 
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the global surface ocean. Importantly, Pilcher et al. (2015) found that the GFDL models performed particularly 
well in the subpolar seasonally stratified biome regions where models tend to disagree most on the seasonal 
cycle amplitude and phasing for both pCO2 (Gallego et al., 2018; Goris et al., 2018) and CO2 flux (Mongwe 
et al., 2018; Nevison et al., 2016).

All model variables used were first re-gridded to a 1° × 1° horizontal scale using the flux-conservative coupler 
algorithms from ESM2M prior to making offline calculations. Carbonate system calculations were performed 
using the MATLAB program CO2SYS version 1.1 (Lewis & Wallace, 1998; van Heuven et al., 2011). Following 
the approach used for ESM2M, we apply the carbonate system dissociation constants of Mehrbach et al. (1973) 
as refitted by Dickson and Millero (1987), the hydrogen sulfate dissociation constant of Dickson et al. (1990), and 
the boron-to-chlorinity ratio of Uppström (1974). Offline carbonate chemistry computations using the re-gridded 
monthly data required a preliminary step of calculating dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) from other ESM2M 
parameters to enforce internal carbonate system consistency. Further documentation of our methodology is 
included in the Supporting Information S1 (Text S1, Figure S1).

3. Methodology
3.1. Overview

To quantify how Cant accumulation influences the efficacy at which thermal, physical, and biological drivers 
modulate surface ocean pCO2 seasonally, we reconstruct transient model pCO2 values while keeping the sensi-
tivity of pCO2 to seasonal variations in temperature, DIC, and total alkalinity (TA) fixed at preindustrial levels. 
We allow the underlaying mean-state temperature, DIC, TA, and pCO2 to evolve with anthropogenic forcing; 
however, by fixing the sensitivity of pCO2 to seasonal variations in the drivers at pre-industrial levels, we remove 
the impact that Cant accumulation has upon seasonal pCO2 variations. This allows us to disentangle pCO2 seasonal 
cycle alterations caused directly by Cant accumulation (i.e., chemical leverage) versus those caused by changes 
in ocean physics (including warming) and biology resulting from climate change. As there is no analog metric 
in established feedback frameworks, we use the symbol Ø to signify when anthropogenic chemical leverage has 
been removed from the seasonal cycle drivers.

3.2. Annual Mean pCO2 Reference Value

Our offline methodology requires a transient reference value for the annual mean pCO2 from which to assess 
the seasonal variations during each model year. Defining this reference must be done with nuance, as we aim to 
resolve asymmetric changes in the pCO2 seasonal cycle, which would be obscured by direct averaging. To define 
the annual mean pCO2 reference value, we compute pCO2 from the annual mean values of pCO2's constituent 
drivers: DIC, TA, temperature, salinity, and nutrients. This yields the pCO2 annual mean value that would result if 
the sensitivity of pCO2 to the drivers was linear across the seasonal cycle. This provides a more “neutral” estimate 
of the annual mean that is less influenced by the seasonal extrema we seek to identify (Figure S2 in Supporting 
Information S1). We use this indirect approach to compute annual mean pCO2 values for both the preindustrial 
and transient periods and apply the subscript “AM” as a reminder of this methodological nuance (e.g., pCO2 AM; 
Figures 1a and 1d).

3.3. Thermal and Biophysical pCO2 Components

Seasonal variation in pCO2 can be conceptualized as arising from two distinct drivers, thermal (T) and biophys-
ical (BP), that work concurrently to yield pCO2 seasonality that varies by region. For example, modern pCO2 
values generally peak during summer in the subtropical gyres due to prevailing thermal influence and during 
winter in the high latitudes due to prevailing biophysical influence (Takahashi et al., 2002). Over the 1950 to 
2100 historical-RCP8.5 period, we expect the invasion flux of Cant into the ocean not only to cause sea surface 
pCO2 values to rise and CO2 buffering capacity to fall, but also to increase the sensitivity of pCO2 to seasonal 
temperature and biophysical variations (Fassbender et al., 2018; Landschützer et al., 2018; Riebesell et al., 2009).

To remove the influence of Cant-induced sensitivity changes (i.e., chemical leverage) on the thermal pCO2 compo-
nent, we calculate the monthly pCO2 values, for each simulation year and grid, using annual mean salinity, DIC, 
phosphate, and silicate values with monthly temperature values and the preindustrial (PI) period climatological 
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annual mean pCO2 value (𝐴𝐴 𝑝𝑝CO2AM PI ; Figure 1e). Since each 1°C change in temperature exerts a ∼4.23% change 
in pCO2 (Takahashi et  al.,  1993), the efficacy at which seasonal temperature variation impacts pCO2 is held 

constant at preindustrial levels by using the constant, climatological 𝐴𝐴 𝑝𝑝CO2AM PI value in these calculations; rather 
than the transient pCO2 AM value that increases over time (Figure 1a). This approach provides a hybrid estimate 
of the thermal pCO2 component (pCO2 T Hybrid), which has a seasonal cycle amplitude that reflects preindustrial 
chemical leverage while still allowing transient changes in monthly sea surface temperature (SST) to alter the 

amplitude, structure, and phase of the seasonal cycle. 𝐴𝐴 𝑝𝑝CO2AM PI is subtracted from the resulting pCO2 T Hybrid 

values to isolate the thermal component monthly anomalies relative to 𝐴𝐴 𝑝𝑝CO2AM PI . This is done for each model 
grid and year of the simulation yielding a time series of the thermal pCO2 component monthly anomalies in the 
absence of anthropogenic chemical leverage (ΔpCO2 T Ø Anom).

Δ𝑝𝑝CO2 T∅Anom. = 𝑝𝑝CO2 THybrid – 𝑝𝑝CO2AM PI (1)

The ΔpCO2 T Ø Anom. values are then added to pCO2 AM to get an evolving time series of the thermal pCO2 compo-
nent with seasonal cycle anomalies that reflect preindustrial chemical leverage and transient changes in SST 
(pCO2 T Ø; Figures 2b–2d).

𝑝𝑝CO2 T∅ = Δ𝑝𝑝CO2 T∅Anom. + 𝑝𝑝CO2AM (2)

To quantify the magnitude of BP component chemical leverage, we allow changes in ocean physics and biology to 
influence the transient pCO2 seasonal cycle amplitude, structure, and phase while holding the sensitivity of pCO2 
to DIC and TA changes at preindustrial levels. The sensitivity of pCO2 to changes in DIC (Egleston et al., 2010; 
Fassbender et al., 2017) and TA (Egleston et al., 2010; Hagens & Middelburg, 2016; Middelburg et al., 2020; 
Omta et al., 2010; Orr, 2011) increases as Cant accumulates in the ocean such that the same relative change in 
DIC or TA exerts a larger magnitude relative change in pCO2 over time. These sensitivities are held constant 
by applying preindustrial monthly climatologies of the Revelle Factor (RF; Bolin & Eriksson, 1958; Broecker 
et al., 1979; Frankignoulle, 1994; Sundquist et al., 1979) and Alkalinity Factor (AF; Takahashi et al., 1993) with 

Figure 1. Schematic of some key methodological steps. (a) For each model year and grid, annual carbon dioxide partial 
pressure (pCO2) reference values (pCO2 AM) are computed from annually averaged (signified by overbars) sea surface 𝐴𝐴 DIC , 

𝐴𝐴 TA , temperature (𝐴𝐴 SST ), salinity (𝐴𝐴 SSS ), and 𝐴𝐴 nutrient values using a CO2 system calculator. (b) This approach (rather than 
directly averaging monthly pCO2 values from a given year) makes it possible to identify seasonally asymmetric changes in 
monthly pCO2 anomalies (Anom.). (c) Thermal and nonthermal processes that impact pCO2 work concurrently and often 
in opposition such that their associated monthly pCO2 anomalies (pCO2 T Anom. and pCO2 BP Anom.) are generally much larger 
than the net pCO2 Anom. values. (d) Using the same approach, annual pCO2 reference values are computed for the preindustrial 
(PI) period (pCO2 AM PI). (e) A climatology of these annual reference values over the 240-year PI period (𝐴𝐴 𝑝𝑝CO2AM PI ) is used 
to compute pCO2 T Hybrid. 𝐴𝐴 𝑝𝑝CO2AM PI is then subtracted from pCO2 T Hybrid (not shown) to isolate the thermal pCO2 component 
monthly anomalies that would result if the sensitivity of pCO2 to seasonal SST variation (S̃ST ) were held at PI levels 
(ΔpCO2 T Ø Anom.; Equation 1).
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the transient sensitivity of pCO2 to salinity (Salinity Factor: SF; Takahashi et al., 1993). These sensitivity factors 
all take the same form (where overbars denote annually averaged values), with an example for the AF given here:

AF =

(

Δ𝑝𝑝CO2

𝑝𝑝CO2

)

×

(

ΔTA

TA

)−1

 (3)

Monthly anomalies (Δ) in DIC, TA and SSS (relative to their annual mean values) are multiplied by their corre-
sponding sensitivity factors as well as pCO2 AM to calculate the corresponding monthly pCO2 anomalies. This is 
done for each model grid and year of the simulation yielding a time series of the biophysical pCO2 component 
monthly anomalies (relative to pCO2 AM) in the absence of anthropogenic chemical leverage (ΔpCO2 BP Ø Anom.).

Δ𝑝𝑝CO2BP∅Anom. = 𝑝𝑝CO2AM ×

([

RFPI ×

(

ΔDIC

DIC

)]

+

[

AFPI ×

(

ΔTA

TA

)]

+

[

SF ×

(

ΔSSS

SSS

)])

 (4)

Figure 2. Time series of (a) transient (orange), no-leverage (Ø; purple), annual mean (AM; red), and atmospheric (Atm.; black) carbon dioxide partial pressure (pCO2) 
from a grid in the central, subtropical North Pacific (170.5°W, 29.5°N). Time series of (b–d) thermal pCO2 component (T) (e–g) biophysical pCO2 component (BP), 
and (h–j) total pCO2 seasonal anomalies (Anom.) relative to pCO2 AM for the transient (orange) and no-leverage (purple) conditions during the decades highlighted in 
(a). (k) CO2 flux for the transient and no-leverage conditions. Ensemble member 1 result shown.
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The ΔpCO2 BP Ø Anom. values are then added to pCO2 AM to get an evolving time 
series of the biophysical pCO2 component with seasonal cycle anomalies that 
reflect preindustrial chemical leverage and transient changes in ocean physics 
and biology (pCO2 BP Ø; Figures 2e–2g).

𝑝𝑝CO2BP∅ = Δ𝑝𝑝CO2BP∅Anom. + 𝑝𝑝CO2AM (5)

Chemical leverage for the thermal and biophysical pCO2 terms can also be 
altered by natural variability, in addition to climate change and the direct 
influence of Cant. For example, a change in the depth of seasonal entrainment 
could cause the pCO2 AM value to rise or fall or alter the seasonal cycle of RF 
and AF. While we average across 30 ensemble members to reduce the influ-
ence of natural variability, if the ensemble mean contains the imprint of natu-
ral variability, our method does not differentiate such changes in chemical 
leverage from those induced by climate change. However, the end-of-century 
perturbations (relative to the PI period) to global mean pCO2 AM (∼600 μatm), 
RF (∼5), and AF (∼−5) are ≥10 times larger in magnitude than what would 
be expected from natural variability throughout most of the ocean (Figure S3 
in Supporting Information S1).

3.4. Isolating Mechanisms

The evolution of total sea surface pCO2 in the absence of anthropogenic 
chemical leverage (pCO2 Ø) is computed as the sum of pCO2 BP  Ø Anom., 
pCO2 T Ø Anom., and pCO2 AM (Figure  3). We also compute the transient 
biophysical (pCO2 BP Anom.) and thermal (pCO2 T Anom.) component anomalies 

by substituting time evolving values where preindustrial values were used for the no-leverage calculations (Equa-
tions 1 and 4; Figure 1e). pCO2 BP Anom., pCO2 T Anom., and pCO2 AM are summed to yield the total transient sea 
surface pCO2 time series (Figure 3). Differences between the reconstructed pCO2 and pCO2 Ø time series reflect 
the contribution of Cant-induced chemical leverage to pCO2 seasonal cycle changes (e.g., Figure 2a). We also sum 
different pairings of the transient and no-leverage anomaly terms to isolate the impacts of biophysical and thermal 
Cant-induced chemical leverage individually (Figure 3).

The deconstruction and reconstruction of pCO2, as required to isolate and attribute drivers of the seasonal carbon 
cycle feedback, causes minor inconsistencies (−2.1 ± 3.2 μatm, area-weighted global mean over all time) between 
the model output and the offline computations of pCO2 (Figure S4 and S5 in Supporting Information S1), which 
in turn influence the sea-air CO2 flux. We discuss bias correction of the reconstructed pCO2 values and subse-
quent calculation of sea-air CO2 fluxes in Text S2 of Supporting Information S1. We find excellent agreement 
(r = 0.99, p < 0.01) between the model output and our reconstructed transient sea-air CO2 fluxes (Figure S6 in 
Supporting Information S1) with a 1% difference in cumulative ocean carbon uptake by the end of the century 
(Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1). All fluxes are multiplied by the local, time-evolving ice fraction prior 
to regional averaging or quantification of cumulative ocean carbon uptake. In the Results and Discussion section, 
±1σxy is used to signify global spatial variation in the ensemble mean result and ±1σens is used to signify ensem-
ble member variation in globally integrated or averaged values.

4. Results
By the end of the 21st century, ESM2M ensemble mean changes in the transient pCO2 seasonal cycle amplitude 
(A-pCO2) range from −25 to 669 μatm with a spatially averaged global mean increase (±1σxy) of 62 ± 49 μatm, 
relative to the 1950s (Figure 4a). This translates to amplitude changes ranging from −30% to well over 100% with 
a spatially averaged global mean increase (±1σxy) of 115 ± 67% (Figure 4b). Regions of the equatorial Pacific and 
Southern Ocean are anomalous, exhibiting negligible amplitude increases and declines in some areas. Similarly 
ubiquitous A-pCO2 amplification was found by Gallego et al. (2018) across an ensemble of seven CMIP5 models 
over a shorter time horizon (∼2010s–2090s). Ensemble mean changes in thermal and biophysical pCO2 compo-
nent amplitudes are even larger than changes in the overall A-pCO2, reaching over 300 μatm in some regions 

Figure 3. Thermal (T) and biophysical (BP) pCO2 component monthly 
anomalies (relative to pCO2 AM) are calculated under transient conditions 
and with modifications that remove the influence of anthropogenic chemical 
leverage (Ø). pCO2 T Ø Anom. holds the sensitivity of carbon dioxide partial 
pressure (pCO2) to seasonal temperature variation (∂pCO2/∂T) at its 
preindustrial (PI) value in each grid cell, while still allowing temperature to 
change over time. pCO2 BP Ø Anom. holds the sensitivity of pCO2 to seasonal 
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and total alkalinity (TA) variations at its PI 
value in each grid cell, via the Revelle Factor (RF) and Alkalinity Factor (AF), 
while still allowing DIC and TA to change over time. Component anomalies 
are combined and pCO2 AM is added to get the total pCO2 time series with and 
without anthropogenic chemical leverage.
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(Figures 4c and 4e). The much larger magnitude changes in A-pCO2 BP (global spatial average: 102 μatm, 250%) 
and A-pCO2 T (global spatial average: 122 μatm, 247%), relative to the 1950s, emphasize the counterbalance 
between drivers, which compete to yield the overall pCO2 seasonal cycle amplitude, structure, and phase (e.g., 
Figure 2).

Anthropogenic chemical leverage is responsible for 45 ± 88% of the biophysical and 100 ± 11% of the thermal 
pCO2 component seasonal cycle amplification when taking the global spatial average (±1σxy) of the ensem-
ble mean result (Figures  4d and  4f). These percentage values are derived by differencing the transient and 
no-leverage A-pCO2 changes (1950s to 2090s) and dividing by the transient A-pCO2 change  for each of the 
thermal and biophysical components. Although we are comparing amplitude changes at specific locations in a 
dynamic medium where gyre or biome boundaries may change over time, the meridional gradients in RF, AF, and 
pCO2 AM are relatively smooth (Figures S3a–S3c in Supporting Information S1), such that gyre boundary changes 
are unlikely to dominate the large-scale patterns identified in Figure 4. Our results suggest that changes in the 
seasonal SST cycle (Figure S8i in Supporting Information S1) contribute negligibly to thermal component ampli-
fication. Instead, rising pCO2 AM values (and the resulting enhanced sensitivity to temperature) explain nearly 
all the thermal pCO2 component amplification (Figure 4f). In contrast, reductions in the ocean buffer capacity 
(increases in RF and decreases in AF) can explain only half of the biophysical pCO2 component amplification, 
revealing that modeled changes in ocean physics and biology caused by climate change contribute significantly 
to the modification of pCO2 seasonal cycles.

Cumulative sea-air CO2 fluxes computed from the transient and no-leverage pCO2 time series reveal that pCO2 
seasonal cycle modifications caused by Cant accumulation increase the ocean carbon sink strength by 8.1 ± 0.4% 
(37 ± 2 PgC; ±1σens). The ESM2M cumulative global ocean carbon sink from 1950 to 2100 is 493 ± 1 PgC 
(±1σens) with anthropogenic chemical leverage and 456 ± 1 PgC (±1σens; Figures 5a and 5b) with preindustrial 
chemical leverage. Thus, Cant-induced changes to the pCO2 seasonal cycle increase carbon uptake throughout 
much of the ocean relative to an ocean with preindustrial chemical leverage experiencing the same physical and 

Figure 4. 1950s to 2090s change in the transient pCO2 seasonal cycle amplitude (ΔA-pCO2), in units of (a) μatm and (b) 
percent. 1950s to 2090s change in (c) ΔA-pCO2 BP (μatm) and (e) ΔA-pCO2 T (μatm). Percent of (d) ΔA-pCO2 BP and (f) 
ΔA-pCO2 T attributed to Cant-induced chemical leverage (Chem. Lev.). These and all subsequent maps were made using the 
cmocean colormap package (Thyng et al., 2016). Ensemble mean result shown.
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biological changes over this period. However, the flux discrepancy is not evenly distributed; the mid-latitude 
North Pacific carbon sink increase caused by chemical leverage is ∼15% (Figure 5b). This result is intriguing 
because the RF increases fastest in the high-latitudes (Bittig et al., 2018; Fassbender et al., 2017), which causes 
less efficient mean-state Cant uptake over time (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1). Our result suggests that 
seasonal alteration of the marine carbon cycle, in the North Pacific and globally, works in opposition to the larger 
mean-state Revelle feedback that is expected to reduce 21st century ocean carbon uptake significantly (by up to 
∼60%; Figure 2c in Rodgers et al., 2020).

To diagnose what is causing this result, we evaluate driver-specific influences on sea-air CO2 flux using different 
combinations of pCO2 component monthly anomalies (Figure 3). We calculate the sea-air flux using the thermal 
leverage (pCO2 T + BP Ø) and biophysical leverage (pCO2 T Ø + BP) pCO2 time series (Figures 5c and 5d). The thermal 
driver works to make pCO2 values lowest during winter through enhanced solubility and highest during summer 
through reduced solubility. The biophysical drivers generally work to make pCO2 values highest during winter 
due to deep mixing and lowest during spring and summer due to biological productivity. Therefore, allowing only 
thermal or biophysical pCO2 component amplification to occur will magnify the seasonality associated with that 
driver. Since wind speeds are highest during winter, which increases the impact of wintertime disequilibrium on 
the annual net sea-air CO2 flux, it is expected that thermal amplification alone would cause a net increase in ocean 
carbon uptake and biophysical amplification alone would cause a net decrease in ocean carbon uptake.

Relative to the no-leverage conditions, the cumulative ocean carbon sink is 18% stronger (84 ± 2 PgC increase 
in uptake; ±1σens) with thermal pCO2 component chemical leverage and 10% weaker (47 ± 2 PgC decrease in 
uptake; ±1σens) with biophysical pCO2 component chemical leverage by the year 2100. The largest impacts for 
these combinations are found in the high latitudes (particularly the North Pacific Ocean) where the sensitivity 
of pCO2 to DIC and SST is highest (Gallego et al., 2018) and DIC and SST seasonal cycles are large (Figure 
S8 in Supporting Information S1), allowing chemical leverage to be expressed strongly. The imbalance between 
cumulative flux impacts resulting from thermal versus biophysical Cant-induced chemical leverage, particularly in 
the North Pacific (Figures 5c and 5d), leads to greater carbon uptake under transient (vs. no-leverage) conditions 
(Figure 5b). This imbalance is caused by ∼50% of biophysical pCO2 component amplification being driven by 
processes other than Cant increases, such as modulation of the ocean physics and biology (Figure 4d).

Figure 5. (a) Transient cumulative (1950 to 2100) flux and the (b) difference between the transient cumulative flux and 
the cumulative flux with no anthropogenic chemical leverage. Impact of adding (c) thermal component and (d) biophysical 
component chemical leverage to the no-leverage configuration. For b through d, red colors indicate a weaker sink (or stronger 
source) and blue colors indicate a stronger sink (or weaker source) relative to the no-leverage configuration. Ensemble mean 
result shown with globally integrated values given in PgC. Standard deviation across ensemble members shown in Figure S9 
of Supporting Information S1.
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To understand mechanistically how modifications to the seasonality of pCO2 impact the ocean carbon sink 
regionally, we consider pCO2 seasonal cycle changes in relation to seasonal wind speed variation. We focus 
on seasonal differences between the transient and no-leverage conditions where the northern hemisphere warm 
period is defined as the months May to October and the cold period is defined as the months November to April 
(within a given calendar year). These periods are swapped for the southern hemisphere. We highlight results from 
the subtropical and subpolar North Pacific, where the largest carbon sink response is found (Figure 4b), as well as 
key carbon cycle regions, including the subpolar North Atlantic, Southern Ocean, and Equatorial Pacific.

By the 2090s, pCO2 values are higher during summer and lower during winter due to Cant-induced seasonal 
cycle changes throughout most of the global surface ocean (Figures 6a and 6b); minimal differences are found 
in the tropics. This aligns with expectations since Cant-induced thermal amplification outcompetes Cant-induced 
biophysical amplification in most regions and thermal amplification works to increased summer highs and 
decrease winter lows. What is somewhat unintuitive; however, is how the ocean carbon sink is enhanced when 
changes in seasonal pCO2 highs are of greater magnitude than changes in seasonal pCO2 lows. The answer to this 
question requires a closer look at regional relationships between seasonal pCO2 and wind speed variation, as wind 
speeds are generally greatest during winter.

To make sense of the mechanisms driving the seasonal carbon cycle feedback, we first consider a simple theo-
retical example. In the thermally dominated subtropics, the previously identified Cant-induced pCO2 seasonal 

Figure 6. 2090s difference between the transient and no-leverage: (a) warm and (b) cool season carbon dioxide partial 
pressure (pCO2) values; cumulative (c) warm and (d) cool season CO2 fluxes; and (e) cumulative annual CO2 flux. The 
northern hemisphere warm season is defined as the months May to October and the cool season is defined as the months 
November to April (within a given calendar year). These periods are swapped for the southern hemisphere. Negative 2090s 
cumulative annual CO2 flux values indicate that the transient sink is larger than the no-leverage sink. (f) 2090s local seasonal 
ΔpCO2 Sea-Air versus wind speed correlation coefficients. Positive correlations indicate high wind speeds during periods with 
high surface ocean pCO2 values. Regions with insignificant correlations (p-values > 0.05) are stippled. Boxes emphasize 
regions of interest discussed in the text. Ensemble mean result shown.
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cycle changes (Figures  6a and  6b) will result in higher summer highs 
and lower winter lows; an expansion of the seasonal cycle relative to the 
no-leverage conditions (Figure  7a). Here, high winter wind speeds gener-
ally correspond to minimum pCO2 values, giving greater efficacy to the CO2 
sink season. In the biophysically dominated high latitudes, which have the 
opposite seasonal pCO2 phasing (Takahashi et al., 2002), Cant-induced pCO2 
seasonal cycle changes will result in higher summer lows and lower winter 
highs; a compression of the seasonal cycle relative to the no-leverage condi-
tions (Figure  7b). Here, high winter wind speeds generally correspond to 
maximum pCO2 values, giving greater efficacy to the CO2 source season. In 
both cases, seasonal cycle changes (relative to the no-leverage conditions) 
work to increase the ocean carbon sink during the season with maximum 
wind speeds. Regional relationships between seasonal wind speed and pCO2 
phasing should therefore play a fundamental role in how Cant-induced pCO2 
seasonal cycle changes impact the global ocean carbon sink.

With this theoretical understanding, we can now evaluate the results from 
specific regions of the ocean. In the thermally dominated subtropics, there is 

an expansion of ΔpCO2 Sea-Air seasonal cycle amplitudes (higher highs and lower lows) relative to the no-leverage 
conditions and increases in the maximum values greatly exceed decreases in the minimum values (Figures 8g 
and 8h, Figures S11, and S12 in Supporting Information S1). In the biophysically dominated subpolar North 
Pacific Ocean, there is a contraction of ΔpCO2 Sea-Air seasonal cycle amplitude (lower highs and higher lows; 
Figures 8d and 8e) relative to the no-leverage conditions. The seasonal cycle is similarly altered in the biophys-
ically dominated Southern Ocean and subpolar North Atlantic Ocean (lower highs and higher lows; Figure 8); 
however, in the Southern Ocean, where pCO2 seasonal cycles are weak to begin with, these changes are enough 
to reverse the pCO2 seasonal cycle phasing. Here, seasonal correlations between ΔpCO2 Sea-Air and wind speed 
and are not always statistically significant due to complex pCO2 seasonal cycles, leading to a heterogenous flux 
response (Figure 6e). In the Equatorial Pacific, the pCO2 seasonal cycle is small and wind speeds are almost 
constant throughout the year, causing relatively minor differences between the transient and no-leverage pCO2 
values and fluxes (Figures 8j and 8k). These results align with theoretical expectations for most regions, causing a 
net increase in 2090s annual carbon uptake relative to the no-leverage conditions (Figure 6e). Our results indicate 
that changes in wintertime carbon fluxes outcompete changes in summertime carbon fluxes, yielding an overall 
greater ocean carbon sink due to anthropogenic chemical leverage.

5. Discussion
Differences between the transient and no-leverage pCO2 values and sea-air CO2 fluxes in our analysis are caused 
exclusively by the implementation of transient versus preindustrial sensitivity terms (Figure  1e, Equations  1 
and 4). The ∼50% increase in RF and AF magnitudes between the PI and 2090s (Figure 8) allows the same 
seasonal DIC and TA variations (Figures S8a–S8f in Supporting Information S1) to have different impacts on 
pCO2 in the transient and no-leverage calculations during each year of the simulation. Similarly, over a tripling in 
the pCO2 AM sensitivity to temperature from the PI to the 2090s (Figure 8) causes a much larger pCO2 solubility 
response to seasonal temperature swings (Takahashi et al., 1993), which overwhelms the impact of small changes 
in A-SST (Figure S8i in Supporting Information S1) on the overall change in A-pCO2. While there are notable 
changes in A-SST, A-DIC, A-TA, and the maximum depth of seasonal mixing by the 2090s (Figures S8i, S8a–S8f, 
S8p–S8r in Supporting Information S1), these changes are incorporated into both the transient and no-leverage 
calculations (Equations 1 and 4) and, thus, do not contribute to differences between pCO2 and pCO2  ø.

The total pCO2 seasonal cycle amplification (caused by Cant accumulation and climate change) for the thermal 
term is larger than that of the biophysical term in nearly all ocean regions (Figures 4c and 4e). Additionally, Cant 
is responsible for 100% of the thermal component amplification and only ∼50% of the biophysical component 
amplification. Combined, these factors cause Cant-induced chemical leverage to be larger for the thermal pCO2 
component than the biophysical pCO2 component (Figure 8 left column); the imbalance being largest in the North 
Pacific (Figure 5c and 5d) where A-SST is largest (Figures S8g and S8h in Supporting Information S1). With the 
highest seasonal wind speeds generally occurring during winter when the thermal pCO2 component is low due to 

Figure 7. Theoretical example of surface ocean pCO2 seasonal cycle 
anomalies (Anom.; realtive to pCO2 AM) in (a) thermally and (b) biophysically 
dominated regions of the ocean. Based on results from Figures 6a and 6b, 
chemical leverage results in higher summer pCO2 values and lower winter 
pCO2 values relative to the no-leverage condition (pCO2 Ø). For both cases, the 
wintertime sink strength and the summertime source strength are enhanced 
by chemical leverage. Pink shading emphasizes that higher wind speeds often 
occur during winter.
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enhanced solubility (Figure 6f), the net impact of Cant-induced pCO2 seasonal cycle changes is an increase in the 
global ocean carbon sink strength caused primarily by wintertime sink enhancement. This result aligns with the 
findings of similarly focused modeling studies by Rodgers et al. (2008) and Gorgues et al. (2010).

One factor to consider when comparing seasonal carbon cycle feedback magnitudes quantified from different 
models or simulation experiments is the role of wind speed (structure and magnitude). Wind speed is a scalar in 
flux computations (Text S2 in Supporting Information S1) and its pattern and evolution (e.g., Figures S8j–S8l 
in Supporting Information S1) will influence how ocean pCO2 and pCO2 Ø differences contribute to the over-
all feedback magnitude (ΣFlux – ΣFluxØ) for each simulation evaluated. Thus, when comparing results across 
models or simulation experiments, expressing the feedback as a percentage of the transient cumulative carbon 
uptake (100 × (ΣFlux – ΣFluxØ)/ΣFlux) will normalize for dissimilar wind speed representation impacts. As a 
test of our methodology, we evaluate one simulation of ESM2M under historical-RCP4.5 forcing. We find similar 
results and driving mechanisms to those from the historical-RCP8.5 scenario, with a cumulative ocean carbon 
sink enhancement of 5% (20 PgC) by 2100 due to the seasonal carbon cycle feedback (Figure S10 in Supporting 
Information S1). This suggests that the seasonal carbon cycle feedback remains discernible in more modest CO2 
forcing experiments and the mechanisms driving the feedback are consistent with the RCP8.5 scenario.

Figure 8. Regional 2090s ΔpCO2 Sea-Air seasonal cycles for the (left) thermal (T), biophysical (BP), and (middle) total (Tot) carbon dioxide partial pressure (pCO2) 
terms as well as the sea-air CO2 flux seasonal cycle (times 100; F × 100), all with and without (Ø) anthropogenic chemical leverage. Note different y-axis ranges for 
subplots in left and middle columns. Regional 2090s seasonal cycles for wind speed (right axis) are also shown in the middle subplots. (right) Regional sensitivity terms 
for the 2090s and preindustrial period (PI) including the annual mean Revelle Factor (RF) and Alkalinity Factor (AF) and the sensitivity of pCO2 AM to temperature 
(right axis). Regions correspond to the boxes in Figure 6. Ensemble mean result shown.
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Our results indicate that large (>100% on average) changes in A-pCO2 cause a modest (<10%) increase in 
cumulative ocean carbon uptake from 1950 to 2100. This is because seasonal wind speed variation systemati-
cally enhances the impact of Cant-altered pCO2 seasonal cycles during wintertime, which helps to combat larger 
magnitude summertime increases in pCO2. Thus, regional relationships between wind speed and ΔpCO2 Sea-Air 
seasonality (Figure 6f) play a key role in compensating the seasonal fluxes (Figures 6c and 6d) that result from 
largely asymmetric changes in pCO2 extrema (Fassbender et al., 2018; Figure S11 in Supporting Information S1), 
particularly in the subtropics. Considering this significant seasonal flux compensation, we test whether the same 
result can be reproduced by using annual mean pCO2 values instead of monthly pCO2 values. Recalculating 
the cumulative ocean carbon uptake through 2100 using transient monthly gas transfer velocities (Text S2 in 
Supporting Information S1) with annually averaged pCO2 values (pCO2 Avg., not to be confused with pCO2 AM 
values) causes a 15.9 ± 0.4% (±1σens) underestimation of the carbon sink relative to the case when using monthly 
resolved pCO2 values (Figure 9). As seasonal pCO2 extrema diverge, annual mean values become exceedingly 
less representative of ocean conditions and seasonally varying winds cannot fully compensate for the use of 
pCO2 Avg. values (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1). While the global cumulative flux bias is relatively 
small (∼15%), it is nontrivial regionally (Figure 9b; Fassbender et al., 2018), with values near or exceeding ±20% 
in the subtropical North Pacific and subpolar North Pacific and North Atlantic. The divergence between cumula-
tive fluxes computed from pCO2 Avg. versus monthly resolved pCO2 values provides another perspective (relative 
to prior figures) on how the pCO2 seasonal cycle effects the strength of the ocean carbon sink.

6. Conclusions
Results from our ESM2M case study demonstrate that the impacts of transient thermal and biophysical pCO2 
component seasonal cycle amplification primarily work in opposition to each other and are greatest in the high 
latitudes where the sensitivity of pCO2 to DIC and SST is highest (Gallego et  al.,  2018) and DIC and SST 
seasonal cycles are large, allowing chemical leverage to be expressed more strongly (Figure S8 in Supporting 
Information S1). Biophysical component chemical leverage decreases the ocean carbon sink strength while ther-
mal component chemical leverage increases the ocean carbon sink strength. Combined, these processes result in 
a cumulative global ocean carbon sink that is 8.1 ± 0.4% (±1σens) greater than a hypothetical ocean with prein-
dustrial chemical leverage. Using the ensemble allows us to characterize the robustness of our method to changes 
driven by internal climate variability and its potential applicability to individual model simulations. Each of the 
30 ESM2M ensemble members identified the same broad scale pattern of cumulative carbon uptake with very 
small across simulation differences (Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1). Variability (±1σens) in the ensem-
ble mean global cumulative carbon uptake response (−37 ± 2 PgC) was confined to ±5%, suggesting that this 
method could be reliably applied to individual Earth System Model simulations.

In the ESM2M historical-RCP8.5 experiment, the 1950s to 2090s global mean change in sea surface pCO2 
seasonal cycle amplitude is 115 ± 67% (spatial average ±1σxy of the ensemble mean result), which includes 

Figure 9. (a) Cumulative 1950 to 2100 ocean carbon uptake discrepancy between fluxes calculated using monthly resolved 
versus annual mean sea surface pCO2 values. Negative values indicate more carbon uptake when using monthly resolved 
pCO2 values, meaning that annual mean pCO2 values would underestimate the carbon sink strength. (b) Cumulative uptake 
difference in percent for the boxed regions on the map (SP: subpolar; ST: subtropic; NA: North Atlantic; NP: North Pacific; 
EqPac: Equatorial Pacific; SO: Southern Ocean). Numbers above and below the bars are carbon uptake differences in units 
PgC. Ensemble mean result shown.
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regions of the Southern Ocean and equatorial Pacific where contraction of the seasonal cycle is projected. Addi-
tionally, changes in the pCO2 seasonal maxima are larger in magnitude than changes in the seasonal minima, 
relative to hypothetical conditions in which the ocean experiences no chemical leverage from rising Cant (Figure 
S11 and S12 in Supporting Information S1). However, the influence of Cant-induced pCO2 seasonal cycle changes 
on the cumulative ocean carbon sink by the year 2100 is a small increase (8.1 ± 0.4%; ±1σens) due to the compen-
sating effect of wind speed seasonality on sea-air fluxes. Impacts in some regions were larger, with the North 
Pacific exhibiting a ∼15% increase in sink strength due to a greater imbalance in Cant-induced pCO2 T and pCO2 BP 
term amplification. Importantly, the flux compensation caused by wind speed seasonality does not indicate that 
annually averaged pCO2 values can be used in flux calculations; this will lead to increasingly inaccurate estimates 
of the ocean carbon sink strength (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1). The global bias resulting from the 
use of annual versus monthly-resolved pCO2 values is a 15.9 ± 0.4% (±1σens) underestimate of the 2100 ESM2M 
cumulative ocean carbon sink, while regional biases can exceed ∼20% in either direction (Figure 9).

Our methodology makes it possible to quantify the fraction of pCO2 seasonal cycle changes caused by increased 
sensitivity of the marine carbonate system to thermal and biophysical drivers because of Cant accumulation, and 
to further deconstruct these seasonal perturbations into components arriving from changes in: (a) temperature 
itself, (b) the sensitivity of pCO2 to changes in temperature, (c) the sensitivity of pCO2 to biophysical drivers, and 
(d) ocean physics and biology. We find that factors 2–4 account for the projected pCO2 seasonal cycle changes. 
The thermal component amplification is driven almost entirely (100 ± 11%; 1σxy) by rising ocean carbon content, 
and the enhanced temperature sensitivity this conveys, while only half (45  ±  88%; 1σxy) of the biophysical 
amplifica tion can be attributed to increasing sensitivity of the carbonate system to biophysical drivers. This 
indicates that projected changes in physical and biological ocean process play an important, direct role in how 
the nonthermal term evolves. Factors 2–4 (thermal sensitivity, biophysical sensitivity, and biophysical forcing) 
impact the evolving strength of the ocean carbon sink, however with significant modification by seasonally vary-
ing wind speed.

In summary, our approach isolates the influence of Cant on seasonal drivers of pCO2 variability in ESM2M to 
determine whether there is a net change in the annual sea-air CO2 flux, which would reflect a seasonal contribu-
tion to the overall marine carbon cycle feedback. Recent estimates suggest that the full impact of Cant accumula-
tion on the decline in ocean buffer capacity (i.e., not just its impact on seasonal cycle extremes) can significantly 
reduce the ocean carbon sink efficiency (by up to ∼60% from 1950 to 2100; Rodgers et al., 2020). However, on 
seasonal timescales, we find that Cant accumulation works to modestly increase cumulative global ocean carbon 
uptake (by ∼8%) in ESM2M, reflecting a negative (i.e., climate-change diminishing) seasonal marine carbon 
cycle feedback. Thus, in this model, the seasonal component of the full carbon cycle response to Cant accumula-
tion alleviates what would be a stronger, positive (i.e., climate-change enhancing) Revelle Factor feedback in the 
absence of carbonate system seasonality.

Different model representations of the modern CO2 flux in high-latitude regions have been directly linked to 
projected differences (>150  PgC for CMIP5 models) in 21st century cumulative ocean carbon uptake under 
RCP8.5 forcing (Kessler & Tjiputra, 2016; Nevison et al., 2016). Application of our offline approach to other 
Earth System Models under RCP8.5 forcing will provide insight about whether the ESM2M result is represent-
ative, or if models exhibit a range of seasonal CO2 flux feedback magnitudes that could meaningfully contribute 
to the across model spread in 21st century cumulative carbon uptake. While, ESM2M exhibits average perfor-
mance in reproducing the observed surface ocean pCO2 seasonal cycle (Pilcher et al., 2015) and the modern 
(1981–2014) global warming trend (Tokarska et al., 2020), modern fidelity to observed conditions is not neces-
sarily an indication of future model performance. The seasonal CO2 flux feedback should therefore be evaluated 
for a suite of Earth System Models and CO2 concentration scenarios (as recently recommended by Jones & 
Friedlingstein, 2020) to constrain its magnitude and sign.

Data Availability Statement
All model data can be accessed at poseidon.princeton.edu. The MATLAB scripts used to process, analyze, 
and visualize model data for this work can be accessed at Zenodo (Fassbender, 2022) https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.6512476. Updates will be maintained at the GitHub repository https://github.com/ajfassbender/
seasonal-co2-flux-feedback.
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